The Engineering News-Record has recognized Carollo Engineers as one of the Top 25 firms in the category of Water Supply, Treatment and Desalination. Sewerage and Solid Wastewater Treatment. In 2002 the Arizona Chapter of the American Society of Civil Engineers highlighted John Carollo as one of the top 12 Distinguished Arizona Civil Engineers in the history of the state. For over seven decades, this company and its leaders have responded to trends in natural resource management and environmental awareness emerging across the United States. Employees value their many opportunities for professional advancement, independence, and creativity, as cultivated through the management's open-door policies and close family atmosphere felt throughout the Carollo offices. A culture of teamwork and integrity combined with quality engineering, technological leadership, and successful business practices continue to guide Carollo's future as a leader in the natural water and wastewater market. The company's identity remains rooted in the company's experience and the values established by its founders.